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Abstract Data stream mining problem has caused widely concerns in the area of machine learning
and data mining. In some recent studies, ensemble classification has been widely used in concept drift
detection, however, most of them regard classification accuracy as a criterion for judging whether
concept drift happening or not. Information entropy is an important and effective method for
measuring uncertainty. Based on the information entropy theory, a new algorithm using information
entropy to evaluate a classification result is developed. It uses ensemble classification techniques,
and the weight of each classifier is decided through the entropy of the result produced by an
ensemble classifiers system. When the concept in data streams changing, the classifiers’ weight below
a threshold value will be abandoned to adapt to a new concept in one time. In the experimental
analysis section, six databases and four proposed algorithms are executed. The results show that the
proposed method can not only handle concept drift effectively, but also have a better classification
accuracy and time performance than the contrastive algorithms.
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1 Introduction
With the development of information society, many fields have produced a large amount of data
streams, such as: e-commerce, network monitoring, telecommunication, stock trading, etc. The data
in these fields are very different from the conventional static data, due to achieving fast, unlimited
number and concept drift in data streams, it makes the technologies of traditional data mining face
a big challenge [1].
Since data streams mining problem was proposed, it has received many attentions [2-6]. Espe-
cially, it has been widely used when the ensemble classification method was put forward [7]. Li et
al. proposed a data stream classification algorithm based on a random decision tree model [8]. The
algorithm creates a number of random decision trees, then randomly chooses the split attribute,
and determines the split value through the information gain; in addition, the algorithm can ef-
fectively distinguish noise data and concept drift. Elwell et al. proposed an incremental learning
algorithm for periodic concept drift called Learn++.NSE [9]. Learn++.NSE preserves the historical
classification models; when historical classifier to classify the data correctly, the classifier will be
improved the weight; after classifying correctly many times, the weight of the historical classifier
will reach the activation threshold which is predetermined by a user; the classifier is activated from
sleeping state, and then joins to the system to participate in deciding the labels of the unlabeled
data. Aiming at the problem of the unbalanced data stream classification, Rushing et al. proposed
an incremental algorithm based on the overlaying mechanism called CBEA [10]. While the algo-
rithm training a classifier, the training examples are also saved. When the number of classifiers
reaches the threshold, the two most similar coverage sets are selected, and the oldest classifier will
be deleted. The final classification results are determined by KNN algorithm. Gomes et al. proposed
an adaptive algorithm based on the social network called SAE [11], the algorithm introduces the
related concepts of social network and each sub classifier seeing as a node on the network, so a
network consists of multiple classifiers. SAE algorithm sets a series of parameters to measure the
performances of the classifiers, and updates the classifiers to adapt to the new concept. Brzezinski
et al. proposed a data stream classification algorithm based on online data called OAUE [12], the
algorithm uses mean square error to determine the weights of classification models; when a period
of time for the detection coming, the replacement strategy is used to deal with concept drift. Farid
et al. proposed an ensemble classification algorithm based on instances weighting mechanism [13],
in order to detect outliers, the algorithm combines with the clustering algorithm, if a data point
does not belong to any existed cluster in the system, the class of the data will be thought as a new
concept, and then the algorithm counts the data information in leaf nodes to further confirm the
result. Liang et al proposed an online sequential learning algorithm called OS-ELM [14-17], OS-
ELM is a development of the extreme learning machine (ELM) algorithm [18-22]; when a new data
block coming, OS-ELM uses new data to incrementally update the structures of the single hidden
feedforward neural networks; by the mean of the online sequential learning mechanism, OS-ELM
can effectively deal with concept drift in data stream environment.
For the above ensemble classification algorithms, most of them detect the concept drift based on
the accuracy of the classification result. In traditional data stream classification algorithm, accuracy
is an important indicator which is used to detect the concept drift, but by using accuracy, it can
only characterize current performance, and can not reflect the amount of information contained in
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the information system. Information entropy can be used to measure the degree of uncertainty of a
system, and it has been proved to be an effective method to describe the information content in in-
formation systems [38-41]. Information entropy is a powerful tool to deal with uncertainty problem,
and it has been applied in many fields. Aiming at the problem of the data stream classification,
in this paper, we extended information entropy to measure the uncertainty of the concept in data
stream, and then an ensemble classification algorithm based on information entropy (ECBE) is pro-
posed. The new algorithm is based on ensemble classification technique; the weighted voting rule
is adopted, and the weights of classifiers are determined according to the change of entropy values
before and after classification; by using Hoeffding bound, ECBE algorithm can estimate whether
concept drift appears or not. When concept drift appearing, the algorithm automatically adjusts the
classifiers according to their weights. Comparing with the existed algorithms, the ECBE algorithm
not only can effectively detect the concept drift, but also can get better classification results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we describe the related backgrounds;
section 3 introduces the ensemble classification algorithm based on entropy for data stream; section
4 is the experimental process and data analysis; finally, section 5 gives the conclusions and summary.
2 Backgrounds
2.1 Data stream and concept drift
We assume {· · · , dt−1, dt, dt+1, · · · } is a data stream generated by a system, where dt is the instance
generating at t moment; for every instance, we mark dt = {xt, yt}, where xt is the features vector,
and yt is the label. In order to illustrate related notions, we have the following definitions.
Definition 1. A certain number of instances are organized as a data set according to the time
sequence, so we call the data set as data block, which denoted by {d1, d2, · · · , dn}, where n is the
size of data block.
In the data stream classification, because in the face of massive data, the storage space of the
data is far beyond the capacity of the computer memory, in order to make the algorithm handle
massive data, the sliding window mechanism is widely used [23], in other words, each time, the
window is only allowed one data block coming into the system, only if the data blocks in the
current window are processed completely, the next data blocks can be acquired.
Definition 2. At t moment, the data in sliding window is used to train a classifier, and the
target concept we get is M ; ∆t time later, we use new data to train another classifier, and we
get the target concept is N ; if M 6= N , we can say concept drift has happened in data stream.
According to the different of ∆t, concept drift can be divided into two types: when ∆t is a short
time, concept drift is called gradual concept drift; when ∆t is a long time, concept drift is called
abrupt concept drift [24,42] 1
After concept drift appearing, the distribution of data in sliding window has changed, and
pt (y | x) 6= pt+1 (y | x); at this time, the performance of the classifiers will decline, if the corre-
sponding measures do not be taken, the error rate of the classification results will continuously rise.
Therefore, in many applications, this property is used to detect concept drift [25].
1 http://kns.cnki.net/KCMS/detail/detail.aspx?dbcode=CDFD&dbname=CDFD1214&filename=1013198451
.nh&uid=WEEvREcwSlJHSldRa1FhcEE0NXdoZ2VUa09aRHFDZ2h2cVlMcHpDU3FSYz0=$9A4hF YAuvQ5ob
gVAqNKPCYcEjKensW4ggI8Fm4gTkoUKaID8j8gFw!!&v=MjE2MDRIYkt4RnRYSnJwRWJQSVI4ZVgxTHV4W
VM3RGgxVDNxVHJXTTFGckNVUkwyZllPUnRGeW5tVTczQVZGMjY=
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2.2 Ensemble classification techniques for data streams
Ensemble classification is an important classification method for data streams, which uses a number
of weak classifiers to combine into a strong classifier; so the method can effectively deal with the
problem of concept drift. In the process of classification, the ensemble classification gives different
classifiers with different weights, by adjusting the weights of the sub classifiers to update classifiers
system to adapt to the new concept of a data stream, classification result of the data eventually is
decided by voting mechanism [26]. In the data stream environment, the classification performance
of ensemble classifiers is better than that of single classifier [27]. Because of the many advantages
of ensemble classification, the method is widely used in data stream data mining [28-30].
3 Ensemble classification based on information entropy in data streams
3.1 Concept drift detection based on information entropy
Entropy is used to describe the disordered state of thermodynamic system. In physics, entropy is
used to indicate the disorder of a system. Shannon extended the concept of the entropy to the
information system, and utilized information entropy to represent the uncertainty of a source [31].
The entropy of a variable is greater, and it indicates that the uncertainty of this variable is larger,
so it needs more information when changing the state of the variable from uncertain to certain.
In the classification of data streams, when data blocks are in the sliding window, at t moment,
we assumes a data block in the sliding window is Bi, and Bi = {(x i1, yi1), (x i2, yi2), · · · , (x in, yin)},
where x is the feature matrix of the ith data block, x = {x i1;x i2; · · · ;x in}, and y is a label set
of the ith data block, {yi1, yi2, · · · , yin} ⊆ y . So at this time, the entropy of the data in the sliding
window is calculated as the equation (1):
H = −
|y|∑
j=1
pj log pj (1)
Where |y | is the number of the labels in the y , and pk is the probability of the label yk in the
instances; pk can be calculated as the equation (2):
pj =
∑n
m=1 |yim = yij |
n
(2)
In the equation (2), if yim = yj , |yim = yij | = 1; else if yim 6= yj , |yim = yij | = 0.
By utilizing the classifiers to classify the data block, the classification result can be obtained
with a weighted voting mechanism; at the same time, we can use the equations (1)-(2) to calculate
the entropy values of the classification result and the real result of the data block which are marked
as H1 and H2 respectively. The entropy’s deviation of the data block can be calculated:
Ψ(H) = |H1 −H2| (3)
Lemma (Hoeffding bound) [32, 33]. By independently observing a random variable r for n
times, the range of the random variable r is R, and the observed average of r is r¯; when confidence
level is 1− α, the true value of r is at least r¯ − ε, where ε =
√
R2 ln( 1α )
2n .
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Theorem 1. When the concept of a data stream (the distribution of the data) is stable, S1 and
S2 are the deviation of the two adjacent data blocks which are calculated according to the equation
(3), so it can be known that:
|S1 − S2| ≤ 2
√
R2 ln( 1α )
2n
(4)
Proof: When the concept of a data stream is stable, the data distributions of the two adjacent
data blocks are consistent, and the difference of the observed entropy values is very small. Let S0
be the real entropy of the data block according to the equation (3), from the Hoeffding bound, it
is known that:
|S1 − S0| ≤ ε and |S2 − S0| ≤ ε
So it have:
−ε ≤ S1 − S0 ≤ ε; −ε ≤ S0 − S2 ≤ ε
If plus the two inequalities, the result is as follow:
−2ε ≤ S1 − S2 ≤ 2ε
So it can get |S1 − S2| ≤ 2ε.
Therefore, it can use ∆H = |Ψ(H1)− Ψ(H2)| as a measure to detect the concept drift in data
streams, where Ψ(H1) and Ψ(H2) are the deviation of the two adjacent data blocks. If ∆H > 2ε,
it is thought concept drift has appeared. But it is obvious that when a special situation occurring,
only using ∆H cannot work well: if the two adjacent data blocks represent different concepts, so
the classification accuracies of the two adjacent data blocks are very low and they are almost equal;
while calculating ∆H, it is still less than or equal to 2ε, and the algorithm will think no change
happening, but in fact, concept drift has appeared at this time. In order to solve the problem, we
correct the decision criterion of concept drift:
∆H > 2ε or Ψ(H1) > 2ε or Ψ(H2) > 2ε (5)
we can say concept drift has appeared. From the equation (5), it is known that when the two
adjacent data blocks occuring two concept drifts, ∆H will be less than or equal to 2ε , however,
Ψ(H1) or Ψ(H2) will be still greater than 2ε, so concept drift will be detected.
For each sub classifier ensemble(j), (j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k); according to the classification results of
the current data block, the entropy of the classification result and real result marked as hi and
Hi can be calculated by using the equation (1); so the change of the entropy before and after
classification is Ψ(hi) = |hi −Hi|, and the weights of the classifiers are updated according to the
equation (6):
ensemble(j).weight(t) = δ(Ψ(hi)) · ensemble(j).weight(t− 1) (6)
In the equation (6), ensemble(j).weight(t) is the new weight, and ensemble(j).weight(t− 1) is
the weight before updating. The function δ(Ψ(hi)) is showed as the equation (7) :
δ(Ψ(hi)) =

1
e1+Ψ(hi)
Ψ(hi) > 0
β, β is constant and β > 1 Ψ(hi) = 0
(7)
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Theorem 2. If the concept of the data stream is stable, w1, w2, w3, · · · , wn are the weights of
the ensemble classifiers which are updated on the basis of the equation (6), and the confidence level
is 1− α, for each sub classifier, the weight must satisfy the following condition:
wi ≥ 1
n
n∑
q=1
wq − S√
n
tα(n− 1)− 3S
S2 =
1
n− 1
n∑
m=1
(
1
n
m∑
q=1
wq − wm)2.
Proof: If the concept of a data stream is stable, each sub classifier in the system is adaptive to
the current concept; therefore, the difference of the classifier weights before after classifying is very
small. We assume that the weights of the ensemble classifiers according with a normal distribution,
so the mean and variance of the weights are calculated as:
µ =
1
n
n∑
q=1
wq and S
2 =
1
n− 1
n∑
m=1
(µ− wm)2
So we have:
P
{
µ− w
S√
n
6 tα(n− 1)
}
= 1− α
From the inequality, it can be known
P
{
w ≥ µ− S√
n
tα(n− 1)
}
= 1− α
At the level of confidence 1− α, we have
w ≥ µ− S√
n
tα(n− 1)
We use S to approximately replace the standard deviation of the normal distribution δ, according
to the 3δ principle of the normal distribution, it can conclude:
wi ≥ w − 3S ≥ 1
n
n∑
q=1
wq − S√
n
tα(n− 1)− 3S.
From the theorem 2, we can see that when concept drift appearing, the algorithm will obtain
the statistic about the weights of all classifiers from this time to the last time when the last concept
drift happening, and the lower limit of the updating weight for each sub classifier is calculated as
follow:
θ weight =
1
n
n∑
q=1
wq − S√
n
tα(n− 1)− 3S (8)
According to the classification result of sub classifiers for the new data, the weights are updated
by using the equation (6). When the classifiers cannot adapt to the current concept, the weights
of the classifiers will sharply decreases below θ weight. Finally, the system will delete all classifiers
which does not satisfy the equation (8), so in the next process of the classification, the classifiers
with low performances do not continue to participate in the decision-making.
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3.2 The execution of the ECBE algorithm
From the above knowledge, we can know that the implementation steps of ECBE are as follows:
Algorithm 1 ECBE
Input: Ensemble classifier: ensemble=NULL; data stream S ; the number of sub classifier: k ; the
size of data block: winsize; the array preserving the weights of the classifiers in the period of
two adjacent concept drifts: num=NULL;
Output: The trained classifiers: ensemble.
1: while S !=NULL do
2: Read winsize instances to organize a data block;
3: if size(ensemble)< k then
4: Use Bi to train a new classifier Cj ;
5: ensemble← ensemble ∪ Cj and Cj .weight = 1;
6: else
7: Use the equation (3) to calculate the entropies Ψ(H1) and Ψ(H2);
8: for each ensemble(t) ∈ ensemble //updating the weights of the classifiers do
9: Calculate the entropy ht of the result which is from the ensemble(t) classifying the data
block Bi, and update the weights of the classifiers according to the equation (6);
10: num← num ∪ ensemble(t).weight;
11: end for
12: if ∆H > 2ε or Ψ(H1) > 2ε or Ψ(H2) > 2ε // concept drift then
13: Delete the classifier with the minimum weight;
14: Calculate the weight θ weight according to the equation (8);
15: num=NULL;
16: end if
17: Delete the classifier with weights less than θ weight;
18: Use Bi to train a new classifier Cnew;
19: if size(ensemble)>=k then
20: Delete the classifier with the minimum weight;
21: end if
22: ensemble = ensemble ∪ Cnew;
23: Use Bi to train each classifier in the system;
24: end if
25: end while
In the ECBE algorithm, it uses entropy to detect concept drift; if the data block does not appear
concept drift, the classifiers system will have a good performance, so the classification results and
the actual labels are nearly consistent, and the difference of the two entropies is very small. When
concept drift appearing, the error rate of the classification result will increase; the difference of
the entropy will also increase, the increment will promote that concept drift in the data stream
can be detected. After concept drift is detected, some classifiers in the system are unable to adapt
to the current concept; if the defunct classifiers are not eliminated, it will not only decreases the
accuracy of the classification results, but also gives a false alarm about concept drift. In order to
solve this problem, ECBE algorithm preserves all the weights of the classifiers where the concept of
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the data is stable in a period of two adjacent concept drift. When concept drift happens, by saving
the statistical weights, the lower bound of the weight when the concept is stable can be computed.
Meanwhile, because of the concept changing, the weights of the classifiers will be dramatically
reduced, so all the classifiers whose weights are below the lower bound will be deleted; the measure
ensures that the classifier system can adapt to new concept at a very fast speed.
4 Experimental analysis
In order to validate the performance of ECBE algorithm, in this paper, we chosen SEA [34], Ad-
dExp [35], AWE [27], DCO [36],WEAP I[4], TOS-ELM [20] and OS-ELM [14] as the comparison
algorithms; C4.5, CART and Naive Bayesian et al. are used as base classifiers; all the algorithms
were tested on the three artificial datasets: waveform, Hyperplane and LED which were produced
by MOA platform [37] and the three practical datasets: sensor reading 24, shuttle and page-blocks.
The parameters of the experimental environment are as follows: Windows7 operating system, Intel
dual core CPU, 4 G memory. The algorithm is implemented by R2013a Matlab.
4.1 The descriptions of the datasets
The datasets using in the experiment are cited from UCI datasets. We noly give a brief explain
about the datasets, and the detail can be see from the website 2.
waveform dataset: it is an artificial dataset and the data set has 50000 instances. Each instance
has 22 attributes; the first 21 attributes are numeric and there are 3 different labels in the dataset.
LED dataset: the dataset has 50000 instances, each of which contains 25 attributes, and the
values of the first 24 attributes are 0 or 1. There are 10 different labels in the dataset; the data
contains 5% of the noise.
Hyperplane dataset: a sample X in a d dimensional hyperplane satisfies the following mathe-
matical expression:
∑d
i=1 aixi = a0, where a0 =
1
2
∑d
i=1 ai. The dataset contains 50000 instances
and 11 dimensions; the values of the first 10 dimensions are in [0, 1]. If
∑d
i=1 aixi ≥ a0, the label
of the instance is marked as positive, otherwise, the label of the instance is marked as negative. In
addition, the dataset contains 10% noise.
sensor reading 24 dataset: the dataset contains 5456 instances and 25 properties. The first 24
properties are real; there are 4 different labels in the dataset.
shuttle dataset: the dataset contains 43500 instances and 11 attributes. The values of the first
10 attributes are continuous; there are 7 different labels in the dataset.
page-blocks dataset: the dataset contains 5473 instances and 11 attributes. In the first 10 at-
tributes, some attributes values are continuous, and some of them are discrete. There are 5 different
labels in the dataset.
4.2 The experimental results
In order to verify the performance of the ECBE algorithm, SEA, AddExp, AWE, DCO, WEAP I,
TOSELM and ECBE are run on the three artificial datasets: waveform, Hyperplane and LED. For
2 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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all the algorithms, k = 5, winsize=2000; the parameters of AddExp are as follows: β = 0.5, γ = 0.1;
the parameters of ECBE are as follows: α = 0.05, β = 0.5, γ = 0.1; the test results are showed in
Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 Average accuracy on the artificial datasets
waveform Hyperplane LED
SEA 0.6777 0.6925 0.2878
AddExp 0.3701 0.5404 0.1622
AWE 0.6653 0.6912 0.2715
DCO 0.6628 0.7086 0.3040
WEAP I 0.7090 0.6349 0.4165
TOSELM 0.5411 0.6349 0.3143
ECBE 0.7583 0.7109 0.8145
Table 2 Time overhead on the artificial datasets (Unit: sec)
waveform Hyperplane LED
SEA 2743.422 1429.004 6.2156
AddExp 1124.080 1123.530 1249.691
AWE 2272.473 1004.433 4.8481
DCO 1084.533 407.561 2.5660
WEAP I 225.9743 99.3225 4.0223
TOSELM 0.01633 0.0338 0.1407
ECBE 164.946 85.381 26.551
From Tables 1 and 2, it is known that, on the three artificial datasets, for ECBE, the accuracy is
the highest and the time overhead is far less than the other compared algorithms on most datasets
except for TOSELM; the comprehensive performance of ECBE is the best of all.
From the data Table 1, comparing with the other algorithms, AddExp has the lowest accuracy,
and it is time consuming. The reason for the result is that AddExp updates the classifiers based on
a single data; on the three datasets, the data contains gradual concept drift, and the concept of the
data is constantly and slowly changing, which makes the accuracy of the old classifier decreasing;
when an instance is classified wrongly by a classifier, the algorithm would eliminate the classifier
to deal with the concept drift, however, the classifiers in the AddExp algorithm can get a better
performance only after trained many times; due to the training for the new classifiers is inadequate,
the error rate of the classification result is very higher, which will lead to the more classifier being
replaced, so all the classifiers filling in the system are not trained adequately and the AddExp
algorithm has a higher error rate on the three datasets.
From Table 1, for the LED dataset, the accuracies of the algorithms are very low except the
ECBE algorithm. On the LED dataset, there are 7 attributes relating to concept drift, and the others
are redundant attributes. When concept drift appearing, the speed of the concept changing on the
LED dataset is faster than that on the waveform and Hyperplane datasets; the three algorithms:
SEA, AddExp and AWE delete the classifiers with low performance on the basis of a single classifier,
so it will take a long training time to completely eliminate the weak classifiers; when the speed of
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concept drift is lower than the elimination speed, the performance of the classifiers will be always at
a low level. For the ECBE algorithm, when a concept drift is detected, the weights of the classifier
will be greatly reduced, however, ECBE will delete all weak classifiers according to their weights
at a time, so ECBE can adapt to the new concept at a fast speed. In this experiment, it shows the
performance of ECBE is the best of all.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm to deal with the practical datasets, SEA,
AddExp, AWE, DCO, WEAP I, TOSELM and ECBE are run on the sensor reading 24, shuttle
and page-blocks datasets, For all the algorithms, the maximum number of classifiers k=5; in the
sensor reading 24 and page-blocks datasets, the size of data block winsize=200 and on the others
datasets, winsize=2000; the parameters of AddExp are as follows: β = 0.5, γ = 0.1; the parameters
of ECBE are as follows: α = 0.05, β = 2, γ = 0.1; the obtained results are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3 Average accuracies on the practical datasets
sensor reading 24 shuttle page-blocks
SEA 0.8168 0.8717 0.8923
AddExp 0.5715 0.8127 0.7877
AWE 0.8673 0.8691 0.9235
DCO 0.8458 0.8615 0.9231
WEAP I 0.9500 0.9054 0.9035
TOSELM 0.5608 0.8333 0.8973
ECBE 0.7939 0.9137 0.9215
Table 4 Average time overhead on the real datasets (Unit: sec)
sensor reading 24 shuttle page-blocks
SEA 269.944 1163.610 98.826
AddExp 132.719 1028.906 127.921
AWE 235.112 945.015 66.186
DCO 78.760 365.326 20.060
WEAP I 9.7250 54.9151 3.9338
TOSELM 2.1260 2.1030 1.2650
ECBE 1.678 1.156 1.013
From Tables 3 and 4, it can be known that all the algorithms get good performances on the
practical datasets. The accuracy of ECBE is most prominent only on the shuttle dataset, but every
accuracy of the algorithm is more than 0.79 and the accuracies of ECBE on the other datasets
are very close to the best results; in addition, for the time overhead, ECBE is far less than the
comparison algorithms, so the advantage of ECBE is very obvious.
From the data in Tables 3 and 4, the performances of SEA, AddExp, AWE, DCO, WEAP I and
TOSELM testing on the three practical datasets are very close and most of them have achieved
good results. On the sensor reading 24, shuttle and page-blocks datasets, the data whose labels are
the same is highly concentrated; in most cases, the data distribution of two adjacent data blocks is
consistent, and the classification model trained by the data has a better adaptability for new data,
so the most performances of the eight algorithms are very good on the practical datasets. After
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analyzing Tables 1-4, SEA, AddExp, AWE and DCO are effective for the datasets where the data
with the same labels is highly concentrated, but when dealing with the datasets containing gradual
concept drift, the performance of those algorithms are not satisfactory; if we analyze the results of
ECBE, it is very obvious that ECBE can deal with the two types of concept drift.
In the ECBE algorithm, we use the equation (8) to calculate the threshold which judges the
change of the entropy of data stream, and the threshold has an important influence on the perfor-
mance of the algorithm; in the algorithm, the n in the equation (8) is 20 × winsize. To explore the
impact of the winsize values for the algorithm, we select the waveform dataset as the experimental
data, and the parameters of ECBE are as follows: α = 0.05, β = 2, γ = 0.1; we run the ECBE
algorithm, and the results are showed in Table 5 and Fig.1-6.
Table 5 Average accuracy with different winsize values
winsize 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400
Hyperplan 0.7050 0.6968 0.7051 0.7081 0.7041 0.7132 0.7109 0.7065 0.7080
LED 0.5961 0.8284 0.7403 0.8245 0.8165 0.8151 0.8145 0.8166 0.8131
shuttle 0.8922 0.9143 0.9002 0.9013 0.9115 0.9042 0.9979 0.9145 0.9604
waveform 0.7602 0.7565 0.7559 0.7556 0.7561 0.7561 0.7583 0.7519 0.75
winsize 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 190
page 0.9409 0.9220 0.9275 0.9303 0.9096 0.9150 0.9109 0.9287 0.9193
sensor 0.9474 0.8000 0.7349 0.7913 0.6758 0.7724 0.8083 0.7664 0.7623
Fig. 1 Test result with different winsize values on Hyperplane
In the Fig.1-6 and Table 5, under the situation of different winsize values, it can be seen, from
the test result of the individual data blocks and the entire test results, there is no obvious linear
rule between the winsize values and the performance of ECBE. For the ECBE algorithm, a small
winsize value can lead to a large threshold, which can make ECBE is not too sensitive to the change
of data distribution, but a small data block will cause the classifiers trained by the data are under
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Fig. 2 Test result with different winsize values on LED
Fig. 3 Test result with different winsize values on shuttle
fitting, so the performance of the classifiers system will not be remarkably improved. If the winsize
value is very large, it will lead to a small threshold, which makes the algorithm is too sensitive
to the change of data distribution, so the classifiers will give a false alarm of concept drift and
affect the performance of ECBE. Therefore, on a practical application, the value of winsize needs
to consider the data distribution and the speed of concept changing; after trying many times, we
select the optimal winsize value from a series of candidate values.
In order to study the anti noise performance of ECBE, we select the waveform dataset as the
experimental data, and add 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% noise. The parameters of ECBE are set as
follows: winsize=2000, α = 0.05, β = 2, γ = 0.1. We run the ECBE algorithm on the datasets, and
the test results are showed in the Fig.7 and Table 6.
From the Fig.7, it can be known that the accuracy of ECBE also gradually reduces with the
increase of noise. From the table 6, we can see, comparing with the data containing 5% noise,
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Fig. 4 Test result with different winsize values on waveform
Fig. 5 Test result with different winsize values on page
Table 6 Average accuracy of algorithm with different noise
Noise 5% 7% 10% 12% 15% 17% 20% 25%
Average accuracy 0.7348 0.7263 0.7167 0.7009 0.6929 0.6863 0.6842 0.6678
when the noise increasing 2%, 5%, 7%, 10%, 12% ,15% and 20%, the accuracy of ECBE only
decreases 0.0085, 0.0181, 0.0339, 0.0419, 0.0485, 0.0506 and 0.067 respectively and the magnitude
of the change is very small, thus it is known that ECBE has a good noise immunity. The good
noise immunity of ECBE comes from the elimination strategy; when the noise in the data stream is
increasing, the difference of the entropies of the classification results and the actual results increases,
and the weights of classifiers will decay at a fast speed. If the weights are below a specified threshold,
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Fig. 6 Test result with different winsize values in Hyperplane on sensor reading 24
Fig. 7 Test result with different noise level
the classifiers trained by the noise data will be deleted, so the weak classifiers will not affect the
classification of new data.
In order to further test the performance of ECBE, we compare ECBE with a representative
neural network algorithm called OS-ELM on the 6 datasets and test OS-ELM with different acti-
vation functions. In the experiment, we choose radbas, sigmoid, sine and hardlim functions as the
activation functions. The parameters of ECBE are as follows:α = 0.05, β = 2, γ = 0.1; the test
results are showed in Tables 7 and 8.
From Table 7, it can be seen, for the accuracy, ECBE is better than OS-ELM on 4 datasets; on
the waveform and Hyperplane datasets, when the activation function of OS-ELM is sigmoid, OS-
ELM is better than ECBE, but in fact, the advantage is very weak, after calculating, we can know
the accuracies of OS-ELM are only more 0.0124 and 0.0194 than that of ECBE. In the aspect of
time overhead, ECBE is better than OS-ELM on 4 datasets and OS-ELM is only better than ECBE
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Table 7 Average accuracy testing on datasets
ECBE
OS-ELM
winsize
radbas sigmoid sine hardlim
waveform 0.7505 0.3270 0.7629 0.3595 0.7116 2500
Hyperplane 0.7080 0.7020 0.7274 0.6936 0.6763 2500
LED 0.8119 0.2100 0.7480 0.4737 0.4673 2500
sensor reading 24 0.7938 0.5645 0.4366 0.4740 0.6562 300
shuttle 0.9971 0.7825 0.8364 0.4618 0.8584 1500
page-blocks 0.9321 0.7888 0.9127 0.4034 0.8977 300
Table 8 Time overhead on datasets (Unit: sec)
ECBE
OS-ELM
radbas sigmoid sine hardlim
waveform 144.6957 74.5529 72.5873 71.9789 72.6185
Hyperplane 68.7527 72.9289 74.4905 773.6481 73.6169
LED 24.1768 73.3113 72.6981 73.9757 72.5395
sensor reading 24 0.8221 0.3586 0.2652 0.3588 0.3486
shuttle 7.7122 99.4194 24.1985 24.1958 24.1802
page-blocks 0.8741 0.6552 0.2964 0.2187 0.3987
Table 9 The number of concept drift detected by ECBE
Dataset Hyperplane SEA waveform RBF
number 6 4 6 7
accuracy 0.6420 0.7460 0.746 0.2002
winsize 100 100 100 1650
on 2 datasets. If we synthetically consider the time overhead and accuracy of the two algorithms,
on the sensor reading 24, although ECBE costs more time, the accuracy of ECBE is far higher
than that of OS-ELM, so ECBE is still better than OS-ELM. From the analyses, it is obvious that
ECBE is the best of all.
In order to verify the ability of ECBE detecting the concept drift, we select Hyperplane, SEA,
waveform and RBF as experimental datasets which are produced by MOA. In consideration of
concept drift in the datasets unknown to us, so we reprocess Hyperplane, SEA and waveform, and
make the three dataset contain 5 concept drift in which the label changes form 1 to 2 or reverse
direction changing. The size of the four datasets are 3000, 3000, 3000 and 50000 respectively. The
results are shown in Table 9 and Fig.8.
From Fig.8, we can see when concept drift appearing, the accuracy of ECBE will degrade rapidly,
and then ECBE will delete classifiers with weak performance, so the accuracy will be restored to
the previous high level. In the experiment, ECBE detects concept drift for 15 times; from Table 9,
we can know, on the Hyperplane and waveform datasets, the algorithm has detected all concept
drifts, but producing a error alert; on the SEA dataset, no error alert has produced, but a real
changing is omitted; RBF is a gradual concept drift dataset which is generated by computer and
the number of concept drift in the datset is unknown; we use RBF to test the effectiveness of ECBE
handling gradual concept drift; from the result on RBF, it is obvious that ECBE can detect gradual
concept drift. So in summary, we can include that although there are some deviations for concept
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Fig. 8 Test result with different datasets of ECBE
drift detection in the algorithm, the experimental data indicates the mechanism of ECBE detecting
concept drift is effective and ECBE can cope with different types of concept drift.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, to solve the classification problem of the data streams, an ensemble classification
algorithm based on information entropy was proposed. The algorithm is on the basis of the ensemble
classification method, and utilizes the change of entropies before and after classification to detect
concept drift. The experimental results show that ECBE is effective. But it is obvious that the
ECBE algorithm is only suitable for the single labeled data, so how to apply the algorithm to the
classification of multi-label data is the focus of our future research.
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